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The fast and accurate diagnosis of a disease is central to effec-
tive treatment and to the prevention of long-term sequelae1. 
Nucleic-acid-based biomarkers associated with disease are 

essential for diagnostics because DNA and RNA can be ampli-
fied from trace amounts, which enables their highly specific 
detection via the pairing of complementary nucleotides. In fact, 
nucleic-acid-based diagnostics have become the gold standard for 
various acute and chronic conditions, especially those caused by 
infectious diseases2. During infectious-disease outbreaks, as most 
recently experienced with the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-
19) pandemic, fast and precise nucleic-acid-based testing is vital for 
effective disease control3,4. The detection of nucleic acid biomark-
ers is also critical for agriculture and food safety, for environmental 
monitoring and in the sensing of biological warfare agents.

Nucleic acid-based diagnostics relying on the quantitative poly-
merase chain reaction (qPCR) or on sequencing have been widely 
adopted, and are frequently used in clinical laboratories. The ver-
satility, robustness and sensitivity of PCR have made this technol-
ogy the most commonly used for the detection of DNA and RNA 
biomarkers. In fact, PCR is the gold-standard technique for most 
nucleic-acid-based diagnostics. However, the costs of reagents for 
PCR are high, and the technique requires sophisticated laboratory 
equipment and trained personnel5. Although isothermal nucleic acid 
amplification circumvents the need for thermal cyclers, non-specific 
amplification can result in lower detection specificity6. The specific-
ity can be improved through additional readouts, in particular by 
fluorescent probes7, oligo strand-displacement probes8 or molecu-
lar beacons9. However, there is a need for technologies that com-
bine the ease of use and cost efficiency of isothermal amplification 
with the diagnostic accuracy of PCR. Ideally, such next-generation 
diagnostics should also have single-nucleotide specificity, which is 
integral to the detection of mutations conferring resistance against 
antibiotics10 or antiviral drugs11.

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 
(CRISPR)-based diagnostics have the potential to fulfil these unmet 
needs. CRISPR systems are a fundamental part of a microbial adap-
tive immune system12 that recognizes foreign nucleic acids on the 

basis of their sequence to subsequently eliminate them by means of 
endonuclease activity associated with the CRISPR-associated (Cas) 
enzyme. Although there are diverse CRISPR–Cas systems among 
the different species of archaea and bacteria13, these systems are 
connected by their dependence on CRISPR RNA (crRNA), which 
guides Cas proteins to recognize and cleave nucleic acid targets. The 
crRNA can be programmed towards a specific DNA or RNA region 
of interest through hybridization to a complementary sequence, 
which in some systems is restricted to the proximity of a proto-
spacer adjacent motif (PAM) or protospacer flanking sequence14. 
So far, CRISPR–Cas systems have been repurposed for a variety 
of applications, including the targeted editing of genomes15, epig-
enomes16 and transcriptomes17, the bioimaging of nucleic acids18, 
the recording of cellular events19 and the detection of nucleic acids. 
Overall, the fast-evolving area of CRISPR-based diagnostics builds 
on the specificity, programmability and ease of use of CRISPR tech-
nology, and aims to create nucleic-acid-based point-of-care (POC) 
diagnostic tests for use in routine clinical care.

In this Review, we outline how the properties of different Cas 
enzymes have been leveraged for diagnostic assays, discuss dif-
ferent preamplification strategies (which today form part of most 
CRISPR-based diagnostic assays), examine approaches for quan-
tification and multiplexing, highlight technologies that combine 
CRISPR-based target enrichment with sequencing, and review the 
optimization of CRISPR-based diagnostics for POC applications, 
with a focus on assay readouts and sample preparation. We also 
provide an overview of the emerging biomedical applications of the 
technology, and discuss open challenges and opportunities.

CRISPR-based methods for disease diagnosis
Since their initial discovery, the number of different CRISPR–Cas 
systems has expanded rapidly13,20,21. Currently, CRISPR–Cas sys-
tems can be divided, according to evolutionary relationships, into 
two classes, six types and several subtypes20. The classes of CRISPR–
Cas system are defined by the nature of the ribonucleoprotein 
effector complex: class 1 systems are characterized by a complex of 
multiple effector proteins, and class 2 systems encompass a single 
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crRNA-binding protein. The design of crRNAs for the different 
effector proteins used in CRISPR diagnostics follow the same prin-
ciples as those of other CRISPR applications, and are summarized 
in Table 1. Among the diverse CRISPR systems, class 2 systems have 
primarily been applied for diagnostics, as these systems are simpler 
to reconstitute. They include enzymes with collateral activity, which 
serves as the backbone of many CRISPR-based diagnostic assays 
(Table 2). Class 1 systems (such as the type III effector nuclease 
Csm6 or Cas10) have also been engineered for diagnostics, either 
in combination with components of the class 2 system or with the 
native type III complex22,23.

The first CRISPR-based diagnostic methods that were developed 
largely used Cas9 variants, which recognize double-stranded DNA 
(dsDNA). The main principles of the many different Cas9-based 
approaches for sensing DNA that have been reported include 
guide-directed reconstitution of split proteins by catalytically inac-
tive Cas9 partners24, Cas9-based destruction of PAM-containing 
sites25,26 and Cas9-induced unwinding of the non-targeted DNA 
strand as a targeting site for isothermal amplification27. The 
Cas9-based method referred to as NASBACC (for nucleic acid 
sequence-based amplification (NASBA)-CRISPR cleavage)25 com-
bines nucleic acid sequence-based amplification28 for the isother-
mal preamplification of targets, Cas9 cleavage for PAM-dependent 
target detection and a toehold sensor for the readout (Fig. 1, left). 
In brief, a toehold trigger is attached to a NASBA-amplified RNA 
fragment through reverse transcription. If a PAM sequence is pres-
ent in the RNA fragment, Cas9-mediated cleavage leads to a trun-
cated RNA without the trigger sequence. In the absence of the 
PAM sequence, the trigger containing full-length RNA activates 
the toehold switch, as indicated by a colour change. By sensing 
strain-specific PAM sites, the method allows for viral-lineage dis-
crimination, as shown for the detection of the Zika virus (ZIKV) in 
infected monkey plasma at concentrations in the low femtomolar 
range25. Reported most recently, a Cas9-based method referred to 
as LEOPARD (for leveraging engineered tracrRNAs and on-target 
DNAs for parallel RNA detection) enables the multiplexed detection 
of different RNA sequences with single-nucleotide specificity29. The 
method is based on the observation that trans-activating crRNAs 
(tracrRNAs)—which in type II systems are necessary for the for-
mation of Cas9–crRNA complexes—hybridize to cellular RNAs, 
making ‘non-canonical’ crRNAs. By reprogramming tracrRNAs to 
bind cellular transcripts of interest while allowing for the formation 
of Cas9–crRNA complexes, the resulting non-canonical crRNAs 
enable the guiding of Cas9 to a DNA target.

The main difference between CRISPR type II (Cas9) systems 
and type V (Cas12) and type VI (Cas13) systems is the ability of 
the latter two systems to trigger non-specific collateral cleavage 
(trans cleavage) on target recognition. Collateral activity involves 
the cleavage of non-targeted single-stranded DNA (ssDNA; Cas12) 

or single-stranded RNA (ssRNA; Cas13) in solution, which enables 
the sensing of nucleic acids through signal amplification and 
allows for various readouts through the addition of functionalized 
reporter nucleic acids, which are cleaved by collateral activity. The 
CRISPR–Cas type VI (Cas13) family of enzymes has a size range 
of ~900–1,300 amino acids, detects ssRNA in cis conformation and 
shows collateral trans-cleavage activity against ssRNA in vitro30,31. 
In the Cas13-based assay SHERLOCK (for specific high-sensitivity 
enzymatic reporter unlocking)32, DNA or RNA is first isothermally 
amplified with recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA)33 or 
reverse transcription RPA (RT-RPA), respectively, using a forward 
primer that adds a T7 promoter to the amplicon (Fig. 1, right). This 
promoter allows for RNA transcription of the target, which is then 
recognized and bound by a complex of Cas13a from Leptotrichia 
wadeii (LwaCas13a) and a crRNA that includes a complementary 
sequence to the target. The activated Cas13 will then cleave both 
the on-target RNA by cis cleavage and, in a target-dependent man-
ner, the ssRNA reporter molecules by collateral trans cleavage. The 
ssRNA reporter molecules consist of a fluorophore and a quencher 
joined together by a short RNA oligomer, which, once cleaved, allows 
for the separation of the fluorophore from the quencher, resulting 
in fluorescence. These processes enable the detection of viral RNA, 
bacterial DNA, human single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
and cancer-associated mutations with attomolar (10–18 M) sensitiv-
ity. Version two of the assay (SHERLOCKv2) enabled the quantita-
tive multiplexed sensing of nucleic acids and the target detection at 
zeptomolar (10–21 M) concentrations, and introduced a lateral-flow 
readout based on an immunochromatographic assay, where cleaved 
reporter molecules are detected through antibody-conjugated gold 
nanoparticles on a paper strip22,34.

Cas12 enzymes that have been used in CRISPR-based diag-
nostics target dsDNA and ssDNA, require a PAM site in the target 
region for dsDNA cleavage and collaterally cleave ssDNA35. One 
of the first Cas12-based detection methods was reported in 2018 
and referred to as DETECTR (for DNA endonuclease-targeted 
CRISPR trans reporter; Fig. 1, right)36. In this method, Cas12a 
from Lachnospiraceae bacterium (LbCas12a) or other organisms 
is guided to dsDNA targets by a complementary crRNA, trigger-
ing collateral cleavage of short ssDNA reporters carrying a fluoro-
phore and a quencher. Similar to SHERLOCK, target recognition 
and reporter cleavage lead to the separation of the quencher from 
the fluorophore, which generates a fluorescence signal. DETECTR 
reached attomolar sensitivity when combined with RPA pream-
plification. Other Cas12-based techniques include HOLMES 
(for one-hour low-cost multipurpose highly efficient system)37,38, 
which employs PCR as preamplification together with LbCas12a, 
and HOLMESv239, which uses loop-mediated isothermal ampli-
fication (LAMP)40 combined with a thermostable Cas12b from 
Alicyclobacillus acidoterrestris (AacCas12b) in a one-pot reaction. 
Both HOLMES and HOLMESv2 showed a limit of detection (LOD) 
around 10 aM. Similarly, Cas12f targets dsDNA and ssDNA, but 
enables better discrimination of SNPs in ssDNA than Cas12a41.

Preamplification-free diagnostics
When using Cas enzymes without upstream preamplification of 
the target, most CRISPR-based diagnostics have a reported LOD 
in the picomolar range32,42. This LOD allows for target detection 
when there is a relatively high concentration of DNA or RNA in 
the sample. For example, severe acute respiratory syndrome coro-
navirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) is apparently shed at high concentra-
tion in the early phase of infection (~6.76 × 105 copies per swab)43, 
allowing preamplification-free detection44. In addition to highly 
concentrated microbial samples, human genomic DNA (gDNA)45 
and highly expressed human messenger RNAs30 and microRNAs 
(miRNAs)46 have been reported to be amenable to detection with-
out preamplification.

Table 1 | design principles for crRNAs used in CRISPR-based 
diagnostics

enzyme Spacer 
length (bp)

direct-repeat 
length (bp)

direct-repeat 
orientation

AsCas12a (ref. 22) 20 20 5′
LbCas12a (ref. 36) 20 21 5′

LbaCas13a (ref. 34) 28 35 5′

LbuCas13a (ref. 22) 20 31 5′

LwaCas13a (ref. 22) 28 36 5′

CcaCas13b (ref. 22) 30 36 3′

PsmCas13b (ref. 22) 30 36 3′

bp, base pair.
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Table 2 | Characteristics of reported CRISPR-based diagnostics
Name enzyme Preamplification Assay timea (min) Sample 

preparation
Readout Applications lOdc (mol l−1) lOdc 

(copies 
per ml)3

References

CRISPR type II

NASBACCb Cas9 NASBA 120–360 (one pot) Column-based or 
crude extraction

Colometry Discrimination between 
African and American ZIKV

1.0 × 10–15 6.0 × 105 25

CRISPR–Chip Cas9 – 15 Column-based Electrochemical Detection of gDNA from cell 
lines and DMD patients

2.3 × 10–15 1.4 × 106 45

CRISDA Cas9  
nickase

SDA 90 Column-based Fluorescence Detection of gDNA; 
breast-cancer-associated 
SNPs in cell lines

2.5 × 10–19 1.5 × 102 27

FLASH Cas9 PCR NS Column-based NGS Detection of gDNA; 
antimicrobial resistance 
genes in clinical samples

1.9 × 10–18 1.1 × 103 71

CAS-EXPAR Cas9 EXPAR 60 Chemical (phase 
separation)

Fluorescence Sensing of methylated DNA; 
L. monocytogenes mRNA

8.2 × 10–19 4.9 × 102 91

Cas9nAR Cas9  
nickase

Strand- 
displacing DNA 
 polymerase

60 Column-based Fluorescence Detection of bacteria (S. 
typhimurium, E. coli, M. 
smegmatis, S. erythraea); 
detection of KRAS SNPs in 
cell lines

1.7 × 10–19 1.0 × 102 111

CRISPR type V

DETECTR Cas12a RPA 10 (RPA) and  
60–120 (CRISPR)

Crude extraction Fluorescence Detection of HPV16 and 
HPV18 in human samples

1.0 × 10–18 6.0 × 102 36

Cas14-DETECTR Cas14  
(Cas12f)

PCR NS (PCR) and  
120 (CRISPR)

Crude extraction Fluorescence Detection of HERC2 SNPs in 
human samples

n.s. 6.0 × 103 41

HOLMES Cas12a PCR 88 (PCR) and 15 
(CRISPR)

Column-based Fluorescence SNP discrimination in cell 
lines and human samples; 
detection of viruses 
(PRV, JEV); virus-strain 
discrimination

1.0 × 10–17 6.6 × 103 37,38

CRISPR-materials Cas12a RPA 40 (RPA) and 240 
(CRISPR)

Synthetic targets Fluorescence or  
μPAD (visual and  
electronic)

Detection of EBOV synthetic 
RNA

1.0 × 10–17 6.6 × 103 79,80

CDetection Cas12b RPA 10 (RPA) and  
60–180 (CRISPR)

Synthetic targets 
or crude extraction

Fluorescence Detection of HPV16; human 
ABO blood genotyping; 
BRCA1 and TP53 SNPs

1.0 × 10–18 6.0 × 102 112

HOLMESv2 Cas12b LAMP 40 (LAMP) and 35 
(CRISPR) or 120  
(one pot)

NS Fluorescence SNP discrimination in cell 
lines; RNA virus detection 
(JEV); human mRNA and 
circular RNA detection; DNA 
methylation

1.0 × 10–17 6.0 × 103 39

E-CRISPR Cas12a – 30–180 Synthetic targets 
(nucleic acids)

Electrochemical Detection of viruses (HPV16, 
PB19) and protein (TGF-ß1)

5.0 × 10–11 3.0 × 1010 77

CRISPR type VI

 – Cas13 – NS NS Fluorescence Detection of human mRNA; 
detection of bacteriophage 
λ-RNA

1.0 × 10–12 6.0 × 108 30,31

SHERLOCK Cas13 NASBA or RPA 132 (NASBA) or  
120 (RPA) and 
60–180 (CRISPR)

Column-based or 
crude extraction

Fluorescence Detection of viruses (ZIKV, 
DENV) and bacteria (E. coli, 
K. pneumoniae, P. aeruginosa, 
M. tuberculosis, S. aureus); 
discrimination between virus 
strains; detection of SNPs

2.0 × 10–18 1.2 × 103 32

SHERLOCKv2b Cas13 RPA 60 (RPA) and 
60–180 (CRISPR) 
or 60–180 (one 
pot)

Column-based or 
crude extraction

Fluorescence or  
lateral flow

Detection of viruses (ZIKV, 
DENV) and bacteria (P. 
aeruginosa, S. aureus); 
discrimination between virus 
strains; detection of SNPs

8.0 × 10–21 4.8 22,34

SHINEb Cas13 RPA 50 (one pot) Crude extraction Fluorescence or  
lateral flow

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 8.3 × 10–18 5.0 × 103 62

STOPCovidb Cas12b LAMP 60 (one pot) Crude extraction Fluorescence or  
lateral flow

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 3.3 × 10–18 2.0 × 103 63

CARMEN Cas13 PCR or RPA 20 (RPA) and 180 
(CRISPR)

Column-based Fluorescence Detection of 169 viruses; 
subtyping of influenza A 
strains; detection of HIV 
drug-resistant mutations

9 × 10–19 5.4 × 102 67

APC-Cas Cas13 Allosteric- 
probe-initiated 
amplification  
with DNA 
polymerase

110 (APC) and  
30 (CRISPR)

None Fluorescence Detection of S. enteritidis One colony- 
forming unit

– 92

Continued
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To increase the sensitivity of preamplification-free CRISPR-based 
diagnostics, LwaCas13a has been combined with the CRISPR type 
III RNA nuclease Csm622. The nuclease activity of Csm6 is acti-
vated by cyclic oligoadenylates (2′,3′-cyclic phosphate groups)47,48. 
Because the collateral-cleavage activity of both LwaCas13a and 
PsmCas13b (from Prevotella sp. MA2016) generate products 
with hydroxylated 5′ ends and 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate ends, it was 
hypothesized that the collateral activity of Cas13 could generate 
Csm6 activators, thereby enabling amplified signal detection. In 
contrast to the cleavage preferences of LwaCas13a for the UU and 
AU two-base motifs, it was found that Csm6 from Enterococcus ital-
icus (EiCsm6), Lactobacillus salivarius (LsCsm6) and Thermus ther-
mophilus (TtCsm6) had strong cleavage preferences for A-rich and 
C-rich reporters, allowing for the cleavage activity of LwaCas13a 
and Csm6 to be independently measured in different channels and 
for the further design of ‘protected’ RNA activators. These activa-
tors were designed to contain a poly(A) Csm6 activator followed 
by a poly(U) stretch, on the basis of the rationale that the collateral 
cleavage of LwaCas13a would only degrade the uridines, thereby 
generating hexadenylates with 2′,3′-cyclic phosphate ends and 
activating Csm6. Activated Csm6 would in turn cleave additional 
reporter molecules, freeing up quenched fluorophores and thereby 
increasing the signal. This design led to a 3.5-fold increase in signal 
sensitivity when compared with Cas13a alone and when reading 
Csm6-mediated fluorescence and Cas13a-mediated fluorescence in 
the same channel. Similarly, the generation of cyclic oligoadenylates 
from the native Cas10 enzyme in type III systems has been used for 
detection of SARS-CoV-2 genomes23.

More strategies that increase the sensitivity of preamplification- 
free CRISPR-based diagnostics are needed. This could include 
the Cas-enzyme-mediated degradation of aptamers or of 
enzyme-inhibiting nucleic acid linkers (such as calf intestinal alka-
line phosphatase or luciferase49) that can then be detected via colo-
rimetric or luminescence methods.

Preamplification strategies
In contrast to applications that are amenable to preamplification-free 
CRISPR-based diagnostics, most clinical settings require the ability 
to sense nucleic acid concentrations below the picomolar range50. An 
example is the sensing of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or 
hepatitis C virus (HCV) load under antiviral therapy51,52. Therefore, 
CRISPR-based diagnostics reported so far largely rely on the pream-
plification of the target. Although some studies use PCR37,38, isother-
mal amplification techniques are more compatible with POC use, 
owing to simpler instrumentation requirements (Table 3). Some of 
these methods function at near-ambient temperature (in particular, 

RPA, 37–42 °C), but others require heating devices (in particular, 
NASBA, 40–55 °C; LAMP, 60–65 °C; strand-displacement amplifi-
cation53 (SDA), 60 °C; helicase-dependent amplification54 (HDA), 
65 °C; and exponential amplification reaction55 (EXPAR), 55 °C). 
In CRISPR-based diagnostics, the most commonly used isothermal 
amplification methods are RPA and LAMP. Initially, SHERLOCK32 
and DETECTR36 used RPA for preamplification, which exhibited 
greater sensitivity than NASBA32. Although non-specific amplifica-
tion represents a challenge in conventional RPA, the downstream 
crRNA-based target detection improves specificity. The design of 
RPA primers is less complex than the design of LAMP primers, 
but reliable procurement of the proprietary enzyme mix of a single 
supplier has been challenging. Furthermore, the addition of macro-
molecular crowding agents (such as poly(ethylene glycol)) together 
with low reaction temperatures reduces the mixing of the reagents 
and requires a mixing step for the amplification of lowly abundant 
targets56.

One-pot detection by using HOLMESv2 is possible by combin-
ing AacCas12b with LAMP39. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
reverse transcriptase LAMP (RT-LAMP) has been widely used as 
an isothermal preamplification technique. With RT-LAMP, a higher 
operating temperature than used in RPA enables increased specific-
ity of amplification, and the commercial availability of the neces-
sary enzymes and reagents facilitates the planning and performing 
of experiments. The design of LAMP primers can be complex, but 
online tools (https://primerexplorer.jp and https://lamp.neb.com) 
can help implement this amplification technique.

Quantification strategies
In many clinical settings, an accurate quantification of the bio-
marker concentration is desirable, especially if changes indicate 
treatment efficacy such as during the monitoring of viral load under 
antiviral therapy57. For PCR, quantification can be absolute or rela-
tive. In absolute quantification, serial dilutions of an external stan-
dard with known concentrations are performed to obtain a standard 
curve, which is used to determine the target concentration in the 
unknown sample58. In relative quantification, which is often used to 
determine differentially expressed genes, the target concentration is 
expressed in relation to a reference59.

In CRISPR-based diagnostics, absolute quantification through 
comparison with a standard curve can be achieved within 
the picomolar-to-micromolar range (10–12 M–10–6 M), where 
CRISPR-based collateral-cleavage activity correlates with target 
concentration32. However, clinically useful assays generally require 
a lower LOD and thus preamplification. In a two-pot reaction, satu-
ration during preamplification can prevent a quantitative readout32. 

Name enzyme Preamplification Assay timea (min) Sample 
preparation

Readout Applications lOdc (mol l−1) lOdc 
(copies 
per ml)3

References

Cas13 – <240 Column-based Electrochemical Detection of microRNAs 
(miR-19b and miR-20a)

1 × 10–11 6.0 × 109 46

PECL-CRISPR Cas13 EXPAR 30 (CRISPR), 30 
(phosphorylation 
of pre-trigger), 30 
(EXPAR)

Column-based Electrochemiluminescence Detection of microRNAs (miR-
17, let‐7 family miRNAs)

1.0 × 10–15 6.0 × 105 78

NS, not specified; APC-Cas, allosteric probe-initiated catalysis and CRISPR-Cas13a system; BRCA1, breast cancer 1 gene; circRNA, circular RNA; Cas9nAR, Cas9 nickase-based amplification reaction; 
CRISDA, CRISPR–Cas9-triggered nicking endonuclease-mediated strand-displacement amplification; DENV, dengue virus; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; EBOV, Ebola virus; E. coli, Escherichia coli; 
HERC2, HECT and RLD domain containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 2 gene; HPV, human papillomavirus; JEV, Japanese encephalitis virus; K. pneumoniae, Klebsiella pneumoniae; KRAS, KRAS proto-oncogene 
GTPase; M. smegmatis, Mycobacterium smegmatis; M. tuberculosis, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; PECL, portable electrochemiluminescence chip; P. aeruginosa, Pseudomonas aeruginosa; PB19, parvovirus B19; 
PRV, pseudorabies virus; S. erythraea, Saccharopolyspora erythraea; S. aureus, Staphylococcus aureus; S. enteritidis, Salmonella enteritidis; S. typhimurium, Salmonella typhimurium; TP53, tumour protein P53 gene. 
aAssay time indicates the approximate incubation time most frequently used in the referred study (different assay times can be reported, depending on the intended sensitivity and the readout). bPOC 
compatibility indicates whether the entire assay as reported—including sample preparation (that is, crude extraction) and readout—can be performed at POC or in the field with minimal equipment. 
cLimits of detection cannot always be directly compared across studies, in particular because some studies did not report how the LOD was determined, or reported the target concentration either in the 
transport media of the sample or in the final reaction. The LODs shown here reflect the optimal LODs reported. In general, LODs depend on the type of input material (raw or synthetic), type of readout and 
incubation time.

Table 2 | Characteristics of reported CRISPR-based diagnostics (Continued)
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For one-pot reactions, where preamplification and CRISPR-based 
detection are combined, collateral cleavage happens simultane-
ously with target amplification22,34,39,60–63. This enables a real-time 
readout that is amenable for quantification when a continuous mea-
surement of the signal is incorporated. However, it requires more 
sophisticated laboratory equipment (similar to qPCR), which is 
usually not available for POC tests. To facilitate quantification in 
two-pot reactions, lower RPA-primer concentrations can be used 
to prevent saturation of the preamplification reaction22. In the 
SHERLOCKv2 protocol, a 240 nM primer concentration allows 
for the correlation of RNA input concentration and output sig-
nal within the attomolar-to-picomolar range (10–18 M–10–12 M). 
Additional options for quantification include the possibility of serial 
dilutions of the unknown sample compared with a known standard. 
The implementation of these different quantification solutions with 
POC-amenable devices will probably be a major focus of research 
in CRISPR-based diagnostic technologies. Also, controlling for the 
quality of nucleic acid preparations and for any inhibitory compo-
nents introduced during sample collection or processing (such as 
heparin, excess salts, urea, haem, ionic detergents, alcohols and phe-
nols) remains important for CRISPR-based diagnostics to reach the 
clinical utility of current diagnostic PCR protocols64.

Strategies for the detection of multiple targets
Comprehensive and simultaneous testing of multiple targets 
(multiplexing) is desirable in many diagnostic settings, as it can  

provide more information at higher throughput and at a lower cost 
per target5. Although sequencing technologies enable multiplexing 
through the addition of unique identifiers that are deconvoluted 
during data analysis65, PCR-based nucleic acid detection can be 
multiplexed through the simultaneous amplification of different 
targets in one reaction combined with the specific detection of each 
amplicon66, or through the parallel readout of multiple separate 
reactions.

Initial efforts in the design of multiplexed CRISPR-based diag-
nostics took advantage of the specificity of different Cas enzymes 
with regards to their collateral-cleavage activity towards differ-
ent nucleic acid reporter sequences. This allowed multiple nucleic 
acid targets to be detected by Cas enzymes within one assay22. In 
particular, SHERLOCKv2 enabled the qualitative detection of up 
to four different targets in one multiplexed reaction by including 
four reporter-molecule designs that were specific to the orthogo-
nal collateral-cleavage base preferences of PsmCas13b, LwaCas13a, 
CcaCas13b (Capnocytophaga canimorsus Cc5) and AsCas12a (from 
Acidaminococcus sp.). Multiplexed Cas13 detection could be com-
bined with multiplexed preamplification (using RPA), allowing for 
the simultaneous detection of two different targets (Fig. 2, left). 
Additional multiplexing beyond these levels in a single reaction was 
limited by the preamplification chemistries22.

The CARMEN (for combinatorial arrayed reactions for mul-
tiplexed evaluation of nucleic acids) CRISPR-based multiplexed  
assay enables the scalable and parallel detection of more than 
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4,500 targets67. The method builds on the reaction chemistry of 
SHERLOCK, yet uses a miniaturized reaction volume (Fig. 2, right). 
In CARMEN, amplified nucleic acid target samples and LwaCas13 
detection mixes are each combined with a distinct solution-based 
colour code. The colour-coded solutions are emulsified in fluorous 
oil, creating nanolitre droplet inputs. The droplets from all of the 
samples and detection mixes are pooled and subsequently loaded 
onto a microfabricated chip to create all possible pairwise combina-
tions of sample and detection droplets (one pair per well). Droplet 
pairs are then merged by applying an external electric field. An ini-
tial recording of the dyes of two droplets in a particular microwell 
indicates which sample and detection droplet are present, and fluo-
rescence generated through Cas13a-triggered reporter cleavage on 
target detection indicates a positive reaction. This miniaturization 
coupled with the high sensitivity and specificity of Cas13a enabled 
the detection of 169 human-associated viruses, the subtyping of 
coronaviruses and influenza A strains, and the identification of HIV 
mutations that are drug resistant. Compared with traditional DNA 
microarrays, CARMEN does not require the time-consuming spot-
ting of probes and offers higher scalability than PCR panels. Although 
it requires a preamplification step, microscopy analysis and skilled 
lab personnel, CARMEN allows for fast, high-throughput and 
low-cost pathogen detection, which is critically needed in clinical 
routines and for the surveillance of emerging public-health threats. 
Owing to the miniaturized reactions for detection, CARMEN con-
siderably reduces reagent costs and sample consumption. However, 
its current dependence on advanced microscopy limits the use of 
the technology to resource-rich laboratory settings.

Combination of CRISPR–Cas systems with sequencing
Because sequencing-based diagnostic technologies use the align-
ment of reads to bioinformatic databases for pathogen identification, 
they tolerate variability in the genome of the target organism and 
do not necessarily require prior knowledge of the target sequence. 
These features are particularly useful when the pathogen is 
unknown, or when its genome evolves quickly. However, to detect 
low-abundance pathogens, the enrichment of regions of interest 
before sequencing becomes necessary. PCR-based amplification of 
sequencing regions has several limitations, including the removal 
of epigenetic marks, amplification bias and challenges associated 
with the amplification of GC-rich regions or of very large regions. 
Larger amplicons are of particular interest for long-read sequencing 
techniques, such as nanopore sequencing, because they allow for 
the characterization of long-range structural variations.

To overcome these limitations, several protocols use Cas nucle-
ases to enrich regions of interest before sequencing. For example, 
nanopore Cas9-targeted sequencing (nCATS) uses Cas9 to cleave 
chromosomal DNA for the ligation of adapters for nanopore 
sequencing (Fig. 3, left), enabling the targeted sequencing of long 

fragments at high depth while maintaining epigenetic marks68. This 
technology allowed the simultaneous detection of CpG methyla-
tion, structural variations and haplotype-resolved single-nucleotide 
variants using 3 μg of genomic DNA, and it achieved 675× coverage 
with a MinION flow cell and 34× coverage with the Flongle flow cell 
(both cells are commercialized by Oxford Nanopore Technologies). 
In a similar effort to circumvent the need for PCR-based enrich-
ment, STRique (for short tandem repeat identification, quantifica-
tion and evaluation) was developed69 for the identification of short 
tandem repeats (STRs) with nanopore sequencing (Fig. 3, left). In 
addition to Cas9, Cas12a was used to induce DNA cuts next to a 
repeat-containing region, followed by the ligation of adapters for 
nanopore sequencing. Using an algorithm that identified the posi-
tions of the STR-flanking regions and the number of STRs between 
them, the method enabled the detection of STR expansion along-
side CpG methylation status in cell lines derived from patients with 
fragile X syndrome and with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

CRISPR–Cas systems have also been combined with targeted 
next-generation sequencing to increase the sequencing yield. For 
example, DASH (for depletion of abundant sequences by hybridiza-
tion) was developed70 to enrich pathogen sequences and to remove 
unwanted species. In this method, a library of crRNAs directs 
Cas9 to unwanted target sequences for cleavage, and non-targeted 
regions retain the intact adapters required for amplification and 
sequencing (Fig. 3, right). Another method, FLASH (for finding 
low-abundance sequences by hybridization), includes the blocking 
of gDNA by phosphatase and digestion through Cas9 complexed to 
a set of crRNAs targeting genes of interest, followed by the ligation 
of adapters, and by amplification and sequencing71. This technique 
detected, in respiratory fluids and dried blood spots, subattomolar 
levels of drug-resistant Gram-positive bacteria and the malaria par-
asite Plasmodium falciparum.

Assay optimization for applications at the POC and in the 
field
Readouts. Some strategies for measuring and visualizing the activa-
tion of Cas enzymes on target recognition have employed fast and 
low-cost readouts amenable for POC or field applications. The usage 
of reporter molecules with different properties enables a wide vari-
ety of readouts, including fluorescence, lateral-flow immunochro-
matography and electrochemistry. For fluorescence-based assays, 
most CRISPR-based diagnostic methods take advantage of RNA or 
DNA reporter molecules carrying a fluorophore and a quencher. 
Collateral-cleavage activity on target detection causes the spatial 
separation of the fluorophore and the quencher, and the resulting 
fluorescence can be read on conventional plate readers (Fig. 4, top 
left), on low-cost and portable devices72 and even with the naked 
eye under blue light60 (Fig. 4, top left). Additional strategies enable 
colorimetric visualization by using gold nanoparticles, which are 

Table 3 | Isothermal amplification methods

Method RPA lAMP SdA NASBA

Temperature (°C) 37–42 60–65 37-60 65 (priming); 41

Time (min) 20–60 20–60 30–60 60–120

Target DNA/RNAa DNA/RNAa DNA/RNAa RNA/DNAb

Involved proteins Recombinase, single-strand binding protein, 
strand-displacing DNA polymerase

Strand-displacing 
DNA polymerase

Strand-displacing DNA 
polymerase, nicking 
endonuclease

Reverse transcriptase, RNase 
H, T7 RNA polymerase

Lyophilization yes yes No yes

Primers 2 6–8 4 2
aRNA can be detected by introducing a reverse-transcriptase enzyme into the reaction. bAlthough NASBA is primarily used for the amplification of RNA, modifications of the protocol have enabled DNA 
amplification.
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linked through ssRNA or ssDNA oligonucleotides. Cas12-mediated 
or Cas13-mediated trans cleavage of the linker resulted in the dis-
persal of the gold nanoparticles on target recognition, and produced 
a vibrant red colour in solution73. Alternatively, Cas-mediated cleav-
age of biotinylated ssDNA substrates resulted in a decrease in the 
magnetic pull-down of DNA gold nanoparticles74. A turbidity-based 
assay based on the liquid–liquid phase separation of nucleic acids 
and positively charged polyelectrolytes can also provide visual read-
outs75. In this case, collateral cleavage leads to the degradation of 
nucleic acid polymers on target recognition. This can be visualized 
after complementation with polycations, where the solution either 
stays clear when cleavage has occurred or becomes turbid in the 
absence of target-triggered cleavage.

Lateral-flow assays (Fig. 4, top right) offer a simple visualization 
of the collateral cleavage activity inherent to many CRISPR-based 
diagnostics. A commercially available system (Millenia 1T) first 
reported in ref. 22 has been widely adopted. In this technique, 
reporter molecules carrying biotin and fluorescein (fluorescein 
amidite (FAM)) bind to anti-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) anti-
bodies coupled to gold nanoparticles in the sample pad area of the 
strip. These complexes subsequently travel to a streptavidin-capture 
line, where they bind through the biotin of the reporter molecule. 
In the absence of the target, uncut reporter molecules are retained 
there, and this is visualized as one band on the strip. In the pres-
ence of the target, Cas-enzyme-mediated collateral cleavage of the 
reporter separates the biotin from the FAM molecules bound to the 
anti-FITC gold nanoparticles, allowing them to travel farther on the 
strip and generating a second visible band at the antibody-capture 
line, which bears species-specific secondary antibodies. An alter-

native to collateral cleavage-based target detection combines 
Cas9-based amplicon detection with a lateral-flow readout using a 
crRNA-anchoring-based hybridization assay76.

CRISPR-based diagnostics with electronic readouts are also pos-
sible. One method, named CRISPR–Chip, involved deactivated 
Cas9 complexed with a target-specific crRNA and immobilized on 
a graphene-based field-effect transistor45. On target binding, altera-
tions to graphene’s conductivity caused the electrical properties 
of the transistor to change, which can be measured as a change in 
current. Notably, this technology did not require labelled reporter 
molecules and could sense deletions in the dystrophin gene in 
unamplified gDNA samples from patients with Duchenne muscu-
lar dystrophy. The sensitivity of the system reached the femtomolar 
range (~1.7 fM). Another strategy for obtaining electronic readouts, 
named E-CRISPR, involved an ssDNA-cleavage reporter with a 
methylene blue electrochemical tag and a thiol moiety for immo-
bilization on a gold electrode77. In this method, Cas12a-mediated 
collateral cleavage upon target detection led to a decrease in the 
electrochemical current through the release of methylene blue, 
whereas the absence of target resulted in a high electrochemi-
cal current, owing to an intact methylene blue-carrying reporter. 
This assay detected human papillomavirus and parvovirus B19 
DNA with a LOD of ~50 pM, and can be adapted for protein sens-
ing. Another method used an electrochemical biosensor to detect 
Cas13a-mediated collateral cleavage of RNA reporters carrying 
FAM and biotin46 (Fig. 4, bottom left). In this approach, the binding 
of glucose-oxidase-coupled anti-FAM antibodies to reporter mol-
ecules immobilized on the sensor catalysed the oxidation of glucose. 
The produced H2O2 was then amperometrically detected by using 
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an electrochemical cell with a platinum working electrode, a plati-
num counter electrode and a silver/silver chloride reference elec-
trode. This technique allowed the detection of miRNAs at a LOD of 
10 pM within 4 hours in volumes smaller than 0.6 μl (this LOD was 
achieved using a separate ‘off-chip’ cleavage; the all-in-one sensor 
had a LOD of 2.2 nM). Cas13a-based electrochemical detection of 
miRNAs was also shown with a portable electrochemiluminescence 
chip78 (with a reported limit of detection of 1 fM). In this technique, 
the miRNA-mediated activation of Cas13a led to the collateral cleav-
age of a trigger for the initiation of exponential isothermal amplifi-
cation. The amplified products formed a complex with [Ru(phenan
throline)2dipyridophenazine]2+, and the oxidation of the complex at 
the anode of a bipolar electrode generated an electrochemilumines-
cent signal proportional to the concentration of the target miRNA.

DNA hydrogels have been designed to enable CRISPR-based 
diagnostic readouts through changes in their material property79,80. 
The hydrogels consist of water-filled polymers containing DNA 
molecules serving as an anchor or structural element within the gel 
(Fig. 4, bottom right). On target recognition, Cas12a triggers collat-
eral cleavage of the DNA molecules, which changes the properties 
of the gel. This technology was used for sensing pathogen-derived 
nucleic acids in a multilayered paper-based microfluidic device 
(μPAD) with dual visual and electronic readouts. In the absence 
of the target, the DNA-linker-containing hydrogel obstructed the 
flow of a buffer through the porous channels of the paper-based 
device. Target recognition led to Cas12a-mediated linker destruc-
tion, which prevented hydrogel crosslinking and caused visually 
observable flow through the porous μPAD channels. This tech-
nique allowed for the detection of dsDNA down to 400 pM without 

preamplification. To create an electronic readout, two electrodes 
were placed in the bottom layer of the μPAD. Because the electrical 
conductivity of the gel depended on its degree of crosslinking, low 
levels of crosslinking due to Cas12a-mediated cleavage caused an 
electrolyte-containing buffer to flow, whereas high levels of cross-
linking in the absence of any target blocked the buffer from flow-
ing through, thereby preventing the recording of an electric signal. 
Moreover, the incorporation of a wireless radiofrequency identifica-
tion (RFID) module into the μPAD enabled the monitoring of target 
detection at different geographic locations in real time. To this end, 
Cas12a-mediated collateral cleavage on target detection resulted in 
the short-circuiting of an interdigitated electrode arrangement in 
the loop RFID tag, which increased the strength of the received sig-
nal with respect to that of a reference RFID tag.

Sample preparation. Sample processing is a critically important 
consideration for improving the usability of CRISPR-based diag-
nostics for field applications and POC settings. CRISPR-based 
diagnostics initially used synthetic targets or time-consuming or 
equipment-intensive nucleic acid isolation protocols. More recent 
efforts aim for the rapid and equipment-free isolation of DNA or 
RNA. Importantly, the reagents used in the sample-extraction steps 
must not interfere with any downstream preamplification steps or 
with CRISPR-based target detection. As in many cases, the final 
readout is based on collateral-cleavage activity, and special precau-
tions must be taken to ensure the absence of RNases and DNases, 
which can cleave ssRNA or ssDNA reporters.

The original SHERLOCK protocol showed that saliva could be 
processed directly by using 0.2% Triton X-100 in a lysis mixture  
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with phosphate buffered saline, and by heating at 95 °C for 5 min. 
This crude saliva mixture was used in a SHERLOCK reaction for 
genotyping. To expand to additional sample types, the protocol 
HUDSON (for heating unextracted diagnostic samples to oblit-
erate nucleases) enabled the inactivation of nucleases and viruses 
through heat and chemical reduction through the addition of 
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride at a 100 mM final 
concentration and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) at a 
1 mM final concentration81. Different heating steps (ranging from 
5 min to 20 min and from 37 °C to 95 °C) were optimized for dif-
ferent targets and sample types. HUDSON enabled the detection of 
RPA-preamplified targets through CRISPR–Cas13a, including the 
sensing of ZIKV and dengue virus in blood, plasma, serum, saliva 
and urine. Since the HUDSON protocol was not sufficient to inacti-
vate nucleases for the detection of Plasmodium species (as observed 
by the fraction of false-positive samples), a preparation buffer con-
taining stronger chelating agents has been developed (20% w/v 
Chelex100 TE-buffer containing dithiothreitol (DTT) at 50 mM)61.

A commercially available fast DNA-extraction solution 
(QuickExtract, Lucigen) enables fast RNA preparation for the 
detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA through RT–qPCR82. Here naso-
pharyngeal swabs are mixed with the extraction solution, incu-
bated at 95 °C for 5 min and directly used in the RT–qPCR reaction 
after cool down. This isolation protocol is compatible with down-
stream RT-LAMP preamplification and detection through Cas12b 

from Alicyclobacillus acidiphilus (AapCas12b)63. QuickExtract 
also enabled the lysis of samples at 22 °C or 60 °C for 10 min, and 
when proteinase K was blocked in the downstream reactions by an 
inhibitor.

Large-scale testing and costs. One advantage of CRISPR-based 
diagnostic assays is their independence from complex and costly 
laboratory equipment and from common reagents such as PCR 
master mixes. Because Cas enzymes and crRNAs can be pro-
duced fast and at scale, CRISPR-based assays are less dependent on 
supply-chain issues. However, although the costs of buffers, primers 
and the oligos used as templates for crRNA synthesis are negligible, 
CRISPR-based assays include many more enzymes than PCR, espe-
cially when an isothermal preamplification step is included. The cost 
for an individual CRISPR-based diagnostics reaction with preampli-
fication is approximately US$0.61 per reaction in an experimental 
setting32. Of these costs, RPA reagents made up the largest fraction. 
However, the first commercially available CRISPR-based diagnostic 
assay for SARS-CoV-2 including RT-LAMP as preamplification is 
currently available at US$30.15 per reaction (https://www.idtdna.
com/pages/landing/coronavirus-research-reagents/sherlock-kits). 
It is unclear how prices will develop after the approval of more tests, 
and how patents that cover methods for the sensing of nucleic acids 
through CRISPR–Cas proteins will affect the dissemination of the 
technology.
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Most CRISPR-based diagnostic assays use liquid reagents, which 
afford experimental flexibility. However, the storage of solutions 
of the crRNA, cleavage reporter and Cas protein typically requires 
freezers that maintain ultralow temperatures. Lyophilization of 
these components and of the preamplification reagents eliminates 
the dependence on cold chains, and by using higher input volumes 
of sample the assay sensitivities can be similar31 or even higher61 
than with the use of non-lyophilized reactions. Systematic stability 
testing of the components for CRISPR-based diagnostics is needed, 
yet studies in clinical cohorts83 and the assessment of daily experi-
mental variation84 suggest that the results of the assays are highly 
reproducible.

Biomedical applications
CRISPR-based diagnostics have been used for a wide range of 
biomedical applications, and in particular for the sensing of 
nucleic-acid-based biomarkers of infectious and non-infectious 
diseases and for the detection of mutations and deletions indicative 
of genetic diseases. Moreover, the technology has been adapted for 
the sensing of proteins and small molecules.

Infectious diseases. The main focus of CRISPR-based diagnos-
tics has been the detection of pathogens; in particular, the DNA or 
RNA of viruses, bacteria and parasites. RNA viruses sensed with 
CRISPR-based methods include parvovirus B19 (ref. 77), members of 
the family Flaviviridae (dengue22,25,81, Zika25,32 and Japanese enceph-
alitis virus37), Ebola85 and Coronaviridae (which have naturally 
become a major focus of interest during the COVID-19 pandemic).

The SHERLOCK-based detection of SARS-CoV-2 initially con-
sisted of a two-step assay comprising RPA-based preamplification, 
followed by T7 transcription and Cas13a-mediated target recogni-
tion86. This assay has been tested in a qPCR-validated clinical cohort 
containing 154 samples analysed by lateral-flow and fluorescence 
readouts, and with 380 PCR-negative samples analysed by fluores-
cence only83. The assay reached a LOD of 42 RNA copies per reac-
tion, and sensitivities of 96% and 88% when using fluorescence and 
lateral-flow readouts, respectively. Both readouts were 100% spe-
cific. In May 2020, a modified SHERLOCK-based two-step assay 
using RT-LAMP instead of RT-RPA received emergency use autho-
rization from the United States Food and Drug Administration for 
the CRISPR-based detection of SARS-CoV-2. Testing with this assay 
is intended for the qualitative detection of SARS-CoV-2 in speci-
mens of the upper respiratory track, and is limited to laboratories 
authorized by CLIA (for clinical laboratory improvement amend-
ments) regulations. A different Cas13a-based assay, SHINE (for 
SHERLOCK and HUDSON integration to navigate epidemics)62, 
combined the preamplification reaction and CRISPR-based detec-
tion into a single-step reaction that uses HUDSON to accelerate 
SARS-CoV-2 viral extraction in nasal swabs and saliva samples. The 
addition of RNase H, the optimization of buffers, concentrations 
of magnesium and of primers, and the usage of a polyU reporter 
together with a SuperScript-IV reverse transcriptase, reduced the 
LOD to a range similar to that of the two-step assay (10 copies 
per μl with the fluorescent readout, and 100 copies per μl with the 
lateral-flow readout). The test was validated on 50 nasopharyngeal 
patient samples, and achieved 90% sensitivity and 100% specificity 
against RT–PCR. In a different Cas13-based approach, the integra-
tion of multiple crRNAs, the usage of a Cas13a homologue from 
Leptotrichia buccalis (Lbu) and the measurement of fluorescence 
over time enabled the detection of SARS-Cov-2 RNA extracted 
from nasal swabs down to 1.27 × 108 copies per ml (1.65 × 103 cop-
ies per μl in the Cas13 reaction). Importantly, this was achieved 
without the need for preamplification, and the assay was compatible 
with readout using a portable fluorescence-detection device44.

By using Cas12a, the two-step assay SARS-CoV-2 DETECTR was 
optimized to detect the N (nucleoprotein) and E (envelope small  

membrane protein) genes of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, as well 
as a human control gene (for the ribonuclease P protein), in less 
than 40 min from respiratory swab RNA extracts preamplified 
by RT-LAMP87. SARS-CoV-2 DETECTR returned results with 
a 95% positive predictive agreement and a 100% negative predic-
tive agreement relative to the RT–qPCR assay from the United 
States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Cas12a was 
also used in the SARS-CoV-2 AIOD-CRISPR (for all-in-one dual 
CRISPR–Cas12a) assay60, which uses Cas12a together with a pair 
of non-PAM-dependent crRNAs, each sensing separate regions 
of the target nucleic acid amplicon. These Cas12a-crRNA com-
plexes were introduced into a one-pot assay containing the reagents 
for RPA-based preamplification and the cleavage reporter. This 
approach enabled the detection of 5 copies of synthetic SARS-CoV-2 
RNA per reaction, and was validated in 28 clinical swab samples. 
STOPCovid (for SHERLOCK testing in one pot)63, another 
Cas12-based one-pot assay, integrated RT-LAMP-based preamplifi-
cation with CRISPR-mediated detection in a one-step workflow. Of 
the various Cas proteins explored, Cas12b from Alicyclobacillus aci-
diphilus (AapCas12b) together with the scaffold single guide RNA 
from AacCas12b, allowed the test to run at the temperature range 
required for LAMP. STOPCovid has a sensitivity comparable to that 
of RT–qPCR, with a LOD of 100 copies of viral genome per reaction.

Besides RNA viruses, DNA viruses such as Herpesviridae 
(including cytomegalovirus (CMV)84 and Epstein–Barr virus88), 
Polyomaviridae (BK virus (BKV))84 and Papillomaviridae (human 
papillomavirus)36 have also been detected with CRISPR-based 
diagnostics. In particular, a SHERLOCK-based assay was used to 
detect CMV and BKV in a clinical setting84.The assay was validated 
with qPCR, and detected BKV from 67 HUDSON-isolated plasma 
and urine samples with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. 
HUDSON-based processing of CMV-containing plasma samples 
resulted in 80% sensitivity and 100% specificity, whereas DNA puri-
fication through silica-based membranes was necessary to reach 
100% sensitivity and 100% specificity. To objectively assess the 
results of the lateral-flow assay, a smartphone-based software appli-
cation was developed to quantify band intensities. The background 
signal of the lateral-flow assay was independent of daily experimen-
tal variation, incubation time and temperature, which facilitated the 
reproducibility of the qualitative readout.

Bacteria detected with CRISPR include Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis32,89, Staphylococcus aureus22,32,90, Listeria monocytogenes91, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa32 and Salmonella enteritidis92. CRISPR has 
also been adapted to sense the parasites of the Plasmodium group 
responsible for malaria. This includes the sensing of different P. 
falciparum strains71 and the development of a pan-plasmodium 
assay93 that detected all Plasmodium species known to cause malaria 
in humans as well as the species-specific detection of P. vivax and 
P. falciparum. A different CRISPR-based assay based on an RPA–
Cas12a one-pot reaction using lyophilized reagents downstream of 
a simplified sample preparation was developed for the detection of 
P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale and P. malariae61. The addition of a 
reverse transcriptase to transcribe target RNA into DNA increased 
the assay’s sensitivity. The protocol achieved a LOD between 0.36 
and 2.4 parasites per μl, depending on the Plasmodium species.

Non-infectious diseases. CRISPR-based diagnostics have also been 
developed for the detection of RNA species relevant to non-infectious 
diseases. For example, CRISPR-based sensing of human CXCL9 
mRNA was used to detect acute cellular kidney-transplant rejection, 
as defined by renal biopsy, with a sensitivity of 93% and a speci-
ficity of 76%, in total RNA isolated from 31 urinary cell pellets84. 
CRISPR-based diagnostics have also been used to sense miRNAs, 
as exemplified by the CRISPR/LwaCas13a-based electrochemical 
detection of miR-19b in serum samples of patients with medullo-
blastoma46 without preamplification, and the testing of RNA isolated 
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from breast cancer cell lines for miR-17 with CRISPR/LbuCas13a94 
and for miR-21 with LbCas12a, after rolling-circle transcription95.

SNPs and deletions. A major strength of CRISPR-based diagnostics 
is the single-nucleotide specificity of Cas enzymes, which enables the 
detection of point mutations and small deletions. Single-nucleotide 
specificity has made possible the CRISPR-based detection of mark-
ers of antimicrobial resistance, of deletions and mutations in the 
epidermal-growth-factor-receptor gene22, of mutations conferring 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy45 and of SNPs in the E3 ubiquitin 
ligase gene conferring eye colour41. The single-nucleotide speci-
ficity of the CRISPR–Cas system has also been leveraged for the 
sensing of miRNAs, which are challenging to detect because of 
their short size and because they can differ by only a single base. 
CRISPR-based approaches may also be suitable for the detection of 
circulating SARS-CoV-2 variants that might differ in pathogenicity 
and transmissibility96.

Targets other than nucleic acids. CRISPR-based diagnostic meth-
ods have been adapted for the detection of proteins and small mol-
ecules. In these cases, the CRISPR system is primarily used as a 
reporter or amplifier, and the actual sensing of the target molecule 
is mediated through proteins or aptamers that undergo a conforma-
tional change on target recognition. One strategy for sensing small 
molecules combined CRISPR–Cas12a with bacterial allosteric tran-
scription factors97 (aTFs). Referred to as CaT-SMelor (for CRISPR–
Cas12a-mediated and aTF-mediated small molecule detector), the 
method was applied to sense uric acid and p-hydroxybenzoic acid 
at nanomolar concentrations, and thereby enabled the detection 
of uric acid in human blood samples. In this method, the incuba-
tion of immobilized aTF–dsDNA complexes containing the Cas12a 
target sequence with the aTF target small molecule led to a con-
formational change in the aTF that freed the dsDNA from the com-
plex. After removal of the immobilized aTF by centrifugation, free 
dsDNA was detected using CRISPR–Cas12a and measured through 
the collateral cleavage of a quenched fluorescent reporter. SPRINT 
(for SHERLOCK-based profiling of in vitro transcription)98 used 
aTFs and riboswitches that are triggered by specific effector mol-
ecules to regulate transcription of RNA targets. Transcribed RNA 
is then detected by a crRNA and Cas13a. This enabled the sensing 
of a wide range of effector molecules (including fluoride, adenine, 
guanine, S-adenosylmethionine, flavin mononucleotide, serotonin, 
zinc and anhydrotetracycline).

A different approach to sensing small molecules involved an 
aptamer that contained an ssDNA target of Cas12a, which served 
as a sensor for adenosine triphosphate99 (ATP; reported LOD of 
the assay, 400 nM of ATP). In this approach, the binding of ATP 
to the aptamer hindered target recognition and thereby reduced 
the Cas12a-triggered collateral cleavage of an ssDNA reporter. 
Alternatively, ATP or Na+ ions have been sensed through aptam-
ers or DNAzymes (also referred to as ‘functional DNA’) that release 
Cas12a targets on binding to their non-nucleic acid targets, result-
ing in the activation of Cas12a as detected by the trans cleavage of 
fluorescent reporter molecules100.

Similarly, an aptamer-based detection method has been devel-
oped for the CRISPR–Cas12a-based sensing of the transforming 
growth factor β1 (TGF‐β1) protein77. In this method, TGF-β1 binds 
to a specific ssDNA aptamer that contains a Cas12a target site. In 
the absence of TGF-β1, all free and unbound aptamer molecules 
are recognized by Cas12a, whose collateral-cleavage activity of 
ssDNA reporters that carry methylene blue results in a decrease 
of the electrochemical signal, which is sensed by E-CRISPR. The 
aptamer-based E-CRISPR assay allowed for the detection of 
TGF-β1 in clinical samples with a LOD of 0.2 nM. And CLISA (for 
CRISPR–Cas13a-based signal amplification linked immunosorbent 
assay) was developed to sense human interleukin-6 at 2.29 fM and 

human vascular endothelial growth factor at 0.81 fM (ref. 101). This 
was achieved by replacing the signal-amplification enzyme of a 
sandwich-type enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (using horse-
radish peroxidase) with biotinylated dsDNA containing a T7 pro-
moter, which allowed T7-mediated transcription of a Cas13a target, 
leading to its activation and to the collateral cleavage of a reporter.

Outlook
In less than five years, CRISPR-based diagnostics have evolved from 
an experimental nucleic acid sensing tool to a clinically relevant 
diagnostic technology for the fast, affordable and ultrasensitive 
sensing of biomarkers at the POC. However, there are several chal-
lenges that the technology needs to overcome to be able to deliver 
on the promise of transforming the way diseases are diagnosed and 
emerging pathogens monitored. A major shortcoming of most cur-
rent CRISPR-based diagnostics is their dependence on preampli-
fication for the detection of targets below the femtomolar range. 
Although the primers used for preamplification add another layer 
of specificity, this process adds complexity to the assay, increases 
its costs and prolongs the reaction time. The incorporation of 
non-primer-based signal-amplification strategies, or modifications 
of the Cas enzyme, crRNA or reporter molecule, are potential paths 
for improvement. Currently, most crRNAs and primers for pream-
plification have to be experimentally tested, and the design rules to 
narrow down potential candidates are coarse. Machine learning and 
bioinformatics algorithms based on large-scale experimental data-
sets could allow for the development of more effective design tools 
for the better prediction of crRNA performance and for improv-
ing crRNA specificity and activity. In fact, the feasibility of such 
approaches for crRNA design has been shown in the context of 
genome engineering102,103 and in the characterization and optimiza-
tion of toehold switches104,105.

The ease of use of CRISPR-based diagnostics has been improved 
through optimized one-pot reactions and the simple visualization 
of test results. However, sample preparation still requires a separate 
step, and incubation temperatures higher than room temperature 
necessitate heating devices. In addition, target concentrations close 
to the LOD of the assay make it challenging to quantify the read-
out with certainty, especially when using the lateral-flow format. 
For usage at home or in the field, the assay design should combine 
simple sample-preparation protocols with robust detection meth-
ods to deliver robust results in variable or challenging contexts, such 
as prolonged storage, limited user training and harsh environmen-
tal conditions. To this end, devices that integrate sample prepara-
tion, sensing and reporting in single and easy-to-operate units are 
increasingly possible by using microfluidic techniques106. And the 
combination of such devices with digital analysis and data-sharing 
systems holds promise for patient-centric testing and remote data 
access. This is particularly important for mitigating the spread of 
infectious diseases by limiting unnecessary in-person contact in hos-
pitals. Also, CRISPR-based diagnostics may enable patient-centric 
companion nucleic-acid-based diagnostics for monitoring treat-
ment responses to a drug and to differentiate patients that are at 
risk for serious adverse effects from those that will probably ben-
efit from the drug107. CRISPR-based diagnostics could facilitate the 
monitoring of genetic markers indicative of treatment response, 
such as mutations in the BRAF gene, which are commonly used 
to inform the treatment of melanoma skin cancer108. Furthermore, 
CRISPR-based diagnostics may be used for the real-time monitor-
ing of gene expression across different tissues through the sensing 
of cell-free mRNA109.

Future applications of CRISPR-based diagnostics will probably 
involve technologies at the intersection with materials science79,80, 
for the sensing of nucleic acids on solid surfaces, on wearables and 
on medical devices. For example, ongoing work aims to incor-
porate SARS-CoV-2 sensors into face masks for the real-time  
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detection of the virus. Direct sensing on surfaces can take advantage 
of high local concentrations of infectious agents and could allow for 
continuous tracking and for early diagnosis. This could extend the 
capabilities of monitoring strategies, such as the use of toilet systems 
for the analysis of excreta110.

Newly developed CRISPR assays must, of course, be validated83 
by clinical trials, and assay validity monitored and maintained after 
clinical implementation. Yet, we believe that rapid innovation in 
CRISPR-based diagnostics will end up reshaping the technological 
landscape of nucleic-acid-based detection.
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